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Kneller's Happy Campers Random House Kneller's Happy Campers is a strange, dark but funny tale set in a world very much like our own but it's an afterlife populated by people who
have killed themselves - many of them are young, and most of them bear the marks of their death... bullet wounds, broken necks...(those who have over-dosed are known as
'Juliets'). When Mordy, our hero, discovers that his girlfriend from his life before has also 'oﬀed' herself, he sets out to ﬁnd her, and so follows a strange adventure... Full of the
weird and wonderful characters, and the slightly surreal twist of events that we've come to expect from Etgar Keret, this novella is full of humour and comic ﬂashes, but it is also
wistful, longing for a better world and perfect love. The Seven Good Years A Memoir Penguin A brilliant, life-aﬃrming, and hilarious memoir from a “genius” (The New York Times)
and master storyteller. With illustrations by Jason Polan. The seven years between the birth of Etgar Keret’s son and the death of his father were good years, though still full of
reasons to worry. Lev is born in the midst of a terrorist attack. Etgar’s father gets cancer. The threat of constant war looms over their home and permeates daily life. What emerges
from this dark reality is a series of sublimely absurd ruminations on everything from Etgar’s three-year-old son’s impending military service to the terrorist mind-set behind Angry
Birds. There’s Lev’s insistence that he is a cat, releasing him from any human responsibilities or rules. Etgar’s siblings, all very diﬀerent people who have chosen radically divergent
paths in life, come together after his father’s shivah to experience the grief and love that tie a family together forever. This wise, witty memoir—Etgar’s ﬁrst nonﬁction book
published in America, and told in his inimitable style—is full of wonder and life and love, poignant insights, and irrepressible humor. The Bus Driver Who Wanted to Be God & Other
Stories Riverhead Books Originally published in 2004 by Toby Press. Suddenly, a Knock on the Door Random House Etgar Keret is an ingenious and original master of the short story.
Radical, witty and always unusual, declared a 'genius' by the New York Times, Keret brings all of his prodigious talent to bear in this bestselling collection. A man barges into a
writer's house and, holding a gun to his head, demands that he tell him a story, something to take him away from the real world. A pathological liar discovers one day that all the
lies he tells come true. A young woman ﬁnds a zip in her boyfriend's mouth, and when she opens it he unfolds to reveal a completely diﬀerent man inside. Suddenly, a Knock on the
Door is at once Keret's most mature and most playful work yet, and establishes him as one of the great international writers of our time. Pizzeria Kamikaze Archaia Mordy's afterlife
isn't shaping up to be much better than his former life, until the road trip that could change everything. “I think she cried at my funeral. It’s not like I am conceited or anything, but I
am pretty sure.” Mordy wanted to get away. Now in an afterlife for all victims of suicide, he still has to attend a crappy job in a place no more or less crappy than the place he came
from. No matter where Mordy goes, he’s still Mordy. But he’s shaken from the mundane after he runs into his former roommate and discovers that his beloved ex-girlfriend is there
too, which sets Mordy up for a much needed road trip through an absurdist and fantastical landscape to ﬁnd her. Written by award-winning writer Etgar Keret (The Seven Good
Years) with artwork by Eisner Award-winning cartoonist Asaf Hanuka (The Realist), Pizzeria Kamikaze is a most unexpected story of love, loss, and escape. Fly Already Granta Books
Winner of the 2018 Sapir Prize. You need to bribe someone into giving you weed? Don't worry, just step into this court room and call the defendant a murderer. You're a rich, lonely
man and you want the joy of company? Don't worry, just buy up people's birthdays, and you'll have friends calling every day. You need to get girls into bed? Don't worry, your writer
friend will write you a very persuasive story. You're standing on the edge of a very high building, with all of your wretched sorrows? Don't worry, ﬂy already! In these 22 short
stories, wild capers reveal painful emotional truths, and the bizarre is just another name for the familiar. Wickedly funny and thrillingly smart, Fly Already is a collage of absurdity,
despair and love, written by veteran commentator on the circus farce that is life. Sin in the Second City Madams, Ministers, Playboys, and the Battle for America's Soul Random House
Step into the perfumed parlors of the Everleigh Club, the most famous brothel in American history–and the catalyst for a culture war that rocked the nation. Operating in Chicago’s
notorious Levee district at the dawn of the last century, the Club’s proprietors, two aristocratic sisters named Minna and Ada Everleigh, welcomed moguls and actors, senators and
athletes, foreign dignitaries and literary icons, into their stately double mansion, where thirty stunning Everleigh “butterﬂies” awaited their arrival. Courtesans named Doll, Suzy
Poon Tang, and Brick Top devoured raw meat to the delight of Prince Henry of Prussia and recited poetry for Theodore Dreiser. Whereas lesser madams pocketed most of a harlot’s
earnings and kept a “whipper” on staﬀ to mete out discipline, the Everleighs made sure their girls dined on gourmet food, were examined by an honest physician, and even tutored
in the literature of Balzac. Not everyone appreciated the sisters’ attempts to elevate the industry. Rival Levee madams hatched numerous schemes to ruin the Everleighs, including
an attempt to frame them for the death of department store heir Marshall Field, Jr. But the sisters’ most daunting foes were the Progressive Era reformers, who sent the entire
country into a frenzy with lurid tales of “white slavery”——the allegedly rampant practice of kidnapping young girls and forcing them into brothels. This furor shaped America’ s
sexual culture and had repercussions all the way to the White House, including the formation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. With a cast of characters that includes Jack
Johnson, John Barrymore, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., William Howard Taft, “Hinky Dink” Kenna, and Al Capone, Sin in the Second City is Karen Abbott’s colorful, nuanced portrait of the
iconic Everleigh sisters, their world-famous Club, and the perennial clash between our nation’s hedonistic impulses and Puritanical roots. Culminating in a dramatic last stand
between brothel keepers and crusading reformers, Sin in the Second City oﬀers a vivid snapshot of America’s journey from Victorian-era propriety to twentieth-century modernity.
The Girl on the Fridge Stories Macmillan Collects early short stories by the Israeli author, on various topics including war, relationships, and aging. My Michael Missing Kissinger
Random House 'Etgar Keret's short stories are ﬁerce, funny, full of energy and insight, and at the same time they are often deep, tragic and very moving' - Amos Oz At a children's tea
party, a magician tries to pull a rabbit out of a hat, but takes out only its head; a young man has a mother and girlfriend who each demand that he gives them the other one's heart;
while a Nobel Laureate asks an orphan to perform a very strange task. In Etgar Keret's blackly comic stories the unexpected can, and usually does, happen. They are clever, quick,
sometimes violent and often intensely poignant. They are, in short, brilliant. Tel Aviv Noir Akashic Books Israeli crime ﬁction that Noir oﬀerings. The genre is hot, Tel Aviv is exotic,
and this volume is outstanding” (Library Journal, starred review). Akashic Books continues its groundbreaking series of original noir anthologies, launched with the summer ’04
award-winning bestseller Brooklyn Noir. Each book is comprised of all-new stories, each one set in a distinct neighborhood or location within the respective city. For Tel Aviv Noir,
Etgar Keret and Assaf Gavron have masterfully assembled some of Israel’s top contemporary writers into a compulsively readable collection. Along with Gon Ben Ari’s story “Clear
Recent History”—winner of the Private Eye Writers of America Shamus Award for Best P.I. Short Story—this anthology includes brand-new stories by: Etgar Keret, Gadi Taub, Lavie
Tidhar, Deakla Keydar, Matan Hermoni, Julia Fermentto, Shimon Adaf, Alex Epstein, Antonio Ungar, Gai Ad, Assaf Gavron, Silje Bekeng, and Yoav Katz; translated by Yardenne
Greenspan. Jewish Journal’s Noteworthy Books for the New Year “There’s a marvelous underlying tension to [the stories], a paranoid tinge, as if some vast monstrous conspiracy is
lurking behind every misdeed and bad stroke of luck.”—San Francisco Book Review “The collection reﬂects much of the daily reality of the city, but not the sort one is likely to read
in tour guides . . . There’s a complexity and virtuosity to plot and prose that leaves the reader with a sense of satisfaction and appreciation, despite the typically devastating
denouement of the tales . . . Superb.”—PopMatters “Consistently strong . . . Deﬁnitely one of the highlights in the long-running Akashic series.”— Booklist, starred review Intimate
Relationships in Cinema, Literature and Visual Culture Springer This edited volume is an inquiry into the representation of intimate relationships in a diverse array of media including
cinema, arts, literature, picture books, advertising and popular music. It examines artistic portrayal of intimate relationships as a subversion of the boundaries between the
representable and the non-representable, the real and the surreal, the visceral and the ideal, the embodied and the abstracted, the conﬁgured and transﬁgured. The essays focus
on artistic mediation of intimacy in diverse relationships, including heterosexual, same-sex, familial, sibling' , political, and sadomasochistic. The collection oﬀers new
interdisciplinary and multicultural perspectives on current trends in the study of popular representations of intimacy; representations that aﬀect and formulate people's most
personal inspirations, desires, angsts, dreams and nightmares in an increasingly alienated, industrialized world. Timetables of World Literature Which authors were contemporaries
of Charles Dickens? Which books, plays, and poems were published during World War II? Who won the Pulitzer Prize in the year you were born? Timetables of World Literature is a
chronicle of literature from ancient times through the 20th century. It answers the question "Who wrote what when?" and allows readers to place authors and their works in the
context of their times. A chronology of the best in global writing, this valuable resource lists more than 12,000 titles and 9,800 authors, includes all genres of literature from more
than 58 countries, and covers 41 languages. It is divided into seven sections, spanning the Classical Age (to 100 CE), the Middle Ages (100–1500 CE), and the 16th through the 20th
centuries. Comprehensive in scope, Timetables of World Literature provides students, researchers, and browsers with basic facts and a worldwide perspective on literature through
time. Four extensive indexes by author, title, language/nationality, and genre make research quick and easy. Features include: Birth and death dates as well as nationalities of
authors and other literary ﬁgures Winners of major literary prizes and awards, such as the Nobel Prize in Literature and the Pulitzer Prizes, for each year Brief discussions of literary
developments in each period or century, and the relationship of literature to the social and political climate Timelines of key historical events in each century. Old New Land
(AltNeuLand) BoD – Books on Demand Theodor Herzl: Old New Land. (AltNeuLand) First print Leipzig 1902. Translated by Dr. David Simon Blondheim, Federation of American Zionists,
1916 Vollständige Neuausgabe. Herausgegeben von Karl-Maria Guth. Berlin 2015. Umschlaggestaltung von Thomas Schultz-Overhage unter Verwendung des Bildes: Paul Gauguin,
Am Fusse des Berges, 1892. Gesetzt aus Minion Pro, 11 pt. The Slaughterman's Daughter Winner of the Wingate Prize 2021 Hachette UK A SUNDAY TIMES MUST READS PICK
"Boundless imagination and a vibrant style . . . a heroine of unforgettable grit" DAVID GROSSMAN "A story of great beauty and surprise" GARY SHTEYNGART The townsfolk of Motal,
an isolated, godforsaken town in the Pale of Settlement, are shocked when Fanny Keismann - devoted wife, mother of ﬁve, and celebrated cheese-maker - leaves her home at two
hours past midnight and vanishes into the night. True, the husbands of Motal have been vanishing for years, but a wife and mother? Whoever heard of such a thing. What on earth
possessed her? Could it have anything to do with Fanny's missing brother-in-law, who left her sister almost a year ago and ran away to Minsk, abandoning their family to destitution
and despair? Or could Fanny have been lured away by Zizek Breshov, the mysterious ferryman on the Yaselda river, who, in a strange twist of events, seems to have disappeared on
the same night? Surely there can be no link between Fanny and the peculiar roadside murder on the way to Telekhany, which has left Colonel Piotr Novak, head of the Russian secret
police, scratching his head. Surely a crime like that could have nothing to do with Fanny Keismann, however the people of Motal might mutter about her reputation as a vilde chaya,
a wild animal . . . Surely not. Translated from the Hebrew by Orr Scharf Feersum Endjinn Hachette UK A superb standalone novel from the awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a
master of modern science ﬁction. Count Sessine is about to die for the very last time... Chief Scientist Gadﬁum is about to receive the mysterious message she has been waiting for
from the Plain of Sliding Stones... And Bascule the Teller, in search of an ant, is about to enter the chaos of the crypt... And everything is about to change... For this is the time of
the encroachment and, although the dimming sun still shines on the vast, towering walls of Serehfa Fastness, the end is close at hand. The King knows it, his closest advisers know
it, yet sill they prosecute the war against the clan Engineers with increasing savagery. The crypt knows it too; so an emissary has been sent, an emissary who holds the key to all
their futures. Praise for Iain M. Banks: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created one of the most enduring and
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endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The
Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a
Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist The Nimrod Flipout Stories Macmillan A bestseller in Israel, this volume of short stories--from a case of impotence cured by a pet
terrier to a pessimistic Middle Eastern talking ﬁsh--is an extraordinary collection from the preeminent Israeli writer of his generation. The Frangipani Hotel Fiction Random House An
extraordinarily compelling debut—ghost stories that grapple with the legacy of the Vietnam War A beautiful young woman appears fully dressed in an overﬂowing bathtub at the
Frangipani Hotel in Hanoi. A jaded teenage girl in Houston befriends an older Vietnamese gentleman she discovers naked behind a dumpster. A trucker in Saigon is asked to drive a
dying young man home to his village. A plump Vietnamese-American teenager is sent to her elderly grandmother in Ho Chi Minh City to lose weight, only to be lured out of the house
by the wafting aroma of freshly baked bread. In these evocative and always surprising stories, the supernatural coexists with the mundane lives of characters who struggle against
the burdens of the past. Based on traditional Vietnamese folk tales told to Kupersmith by her grandmother, these fantastical, chilling, and thoroughly contemporary stories are a
boldly original exploration of Vietnamese culture, addressing both the immigrant experience and the lives of those who remained behind. Lurking in the background of them all is a
larger ghost—that of the Vietnam War, whose legacy continues to haunt us. Violet Kupersmith’s voice is an exciting addition to the landscape of American ﬁction. With tremendous
depth and range, her stories transcend their genre to make a wholly original statement about the postwar experience. Praise for The Frangipani Hotel “[A] subversively clever debut
collection . . . These stories—playful, angry, at times legitimately scary—demonstrate a subtlety of purpose that belies [Kupersmith’s] youth.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Magical, beautiful, modern stories, all based on traditional Vietnamese folktales, [The Frangipani Hotel] invokes the ghosts of the land that was left behind.”—San Francisco
Chronicle “[A] sparkling debut . . . playful and wise, an astonishing feat for a young writer.”—Chicago Tribune “A series of short stories that are as fresh as they are mesmerizing,
The Frangipani Hotel will haunt you long after the last words have drifted oﬀ the page.”—Lisa See “Auspicious . . . wildly energetic.”—Elle “Enthralling stories . . . teeming with
detail and personality.”—Asian Review of Books “Chilling and lovely . . . Kupersmith has combined traditional storytelling with a post-modern sense of anxiety and darkness, and the
result is captivating.”—Bookreporter “The stories shimmer with life. . . . Kupersmith [is] one to watch.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) El Chofer Que Queria Ser Dios Booking
Passage Exile and Homecoming in the Modern Jewish Imagination Univ of California Press Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi's sweeping study of modern Jewish writing is in many ways a long
meditation on the thematics of geography in Jewish culture, what she calls the "poetics of exile and return." Until the late nineteenth century, Jews were identiﬁed in their own
religious and poetic imagination as wanderers and exiles, their sacred center–Jerusalem, Zion–fatefully out of reach. Opening the book with "Jewish Journeys," Ezrahi begins by
examining the work of medieval Hebrew poet Yehuda Halevi to chart a journey whose end was envisioned as the sublime realignment of the people with their original center. When
the Holy Land became the site of a political drama of return in the nineteenth century, Jewish writing reﬂected the shift, traced here in the travel ﬁctions of S.Y. Abramovitsh, S.Y.
Agnon, and Sholem Aleichem. In "Jewish Geographies" Ezrahi explores aspects of reterritorialization through memory in the post-Holocaust writing of Paul Celan, Dan Pagis, Aharon
Appelfeld, I.B. Singer and Philip Roth. Europe, where Jews had dreamed of return, has become the new ruined shrine: The literary pilgrimages of these writers recall familiar
patterns of grieving and representation and a tentative reinvention of the diasporic imagination–in America, of course, but, paradoxically, even in Zion. Unicorn School: The Surprise
Party Penguin UK In this second adventure, Troy has been behaving very strangely. The others ﬁnd out that he is really a unicorn prince. Now that his secret is out, Troy thinks they
only want to be his friend because he is royal. Willow tries to reassure him that he is still the same old Troy to them and sets out to prove that being a loyal friend is more important
than where you come from. Essays in Honor of Walter Clyde Curry; 2 Hassell Street Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to
be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. The Frozen Rabbi Algonquin Books Rabbi Eliezer ben Zephyr is inadvertently frozen in 1890 and, after being transported
to twenty-ﬁrst century Memphis, is accidently thawed by ﬁfteen-year-old Bernie Karp, who begins to follow the rabbi's teachings with unforeseen consequences. Contemporary
World Fiction A Guide to Literature in Translation ABC-CLIO This much-needed guide to translated literature oﬀers readers the opportunity to hear from, learn about, and perhaps
better understand our shrinking world from the perspective of insiders from many cultures and traditions. In a globalized world, knowledge about non-North American societies and
cultures is a must. Contemporary World Fiction: A Guide to Literature in Translation provides an overview of the tremendous range and scope of translated world ﬁction available in
English. In so doing, it will help readers get a sense of the vast world beyond North America that is conveyed by ﬁction titles from dozens of countries and language traditions.
Within the guide, approximately 1,000 contemporary non-English-language ﬁction titles are fully annotated and thousands of others are listed. Organization is primarily by
language, as language often reﬂects cultural cohesion better than national borders or geographies, but also by country and culture. In addition to contemporary titles, each chapter
features a brief overview of earlier translated ﬁction from the group. The guide also provides in-depth bibliographic essays for each chapter that will enable librarians and library
users to further explore the literature of numerous languages and cultural traditions. * Over 1,000 annotated contemporary world ﬁction titles, featuring author's name; title;
translator; publisher and place of publication; genre/literary style/story type; an annotation; related works by the author; subject keywords; and original language * 9 introductory
overviews about classic world ﬁction titles * Extensive bibliographical essays about ﬁction traditions in other countries * 5 indexes: annotated authors, annotated titles, translators,
nations, and subjects/keywords The Realist: Plug and Play Simon and Schuster "This edition collects material from K.O. aa Tel Aviv volumes #1-3, originally published in French by
Steinkis and the story "A complicated question" which was originally published in Nautilus, Winter 2015. "Obsession" was originally created for the book "Tribute to Otomo" (2017,
Kodansha.Ltd)"--Title page verso. Dad Runs Away with the Circus Candlewick Press (MA) A wildly enthusiastic father surprises his family when he runs oﬀ to join the circus. The Olive
Tree and other essays Good Press "The Olive Tree and other essays" by Aldous Leonard Huxley. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format. Israeli Culture between the Two Intifadas A Brief Romance University of Texas Press Over the past two decades, profound
changes in Israel opened its society to powerful outside forces and the dominance of global capitalism. As a result, the centrality of Zionism as an organizing ideology waned,
prompting expressions of anxiety in Israel about the coming of a post-Zionist age. The fears about the end of Zionism were quelled, however, by the Palestinian uprising in 2000,
which spurred at least a partial return to more traditional perceptions of homeland. Looking at Israeli literature of the late twentieth century, Yaron Peleg shows how a young, urban
class of Israelis felt alienated from the Zionist values of their forebears, and how they adopted a form of escapist romanticism as a deﬁant response that replaced traditional
nationalism. One of the ﬁrst books in English to identify the end of the post-Zionist era through inspired readings of Hebrew literature and popular media, Israeli Culture between
the Two Intifadas examines Israel's ambivalent relationship with Jewish nationalism at the end of the twentieth century. Lazar Malkin Enters Heaven Syracuse University Press A
collection of tales set in Pinch, a Jewish community perched on a river bluﬀ above Memphis. Here, wonderful and strange things happen: the angel of death visits in a blue serge
suit; the voice of God commands Morton Gruber to collaborate on a book; and an aunt goes on a celestial blind date. Cinema in Turkey Erotic Faith Being in Love from Jane Austen to
D. H. Lawrence University of Chicago Press In this profoundly original and far-reaching study, Robert M. Polhemus shows how novels have helped to make erotic love a matter of faith in
modern life. Erotic faith, Polhemus argues, is an emotional conviction—ultimately religious in nature—that meaning, value, hope, and even the possibility of transcendence can be
found in love. Drawing on a wide range of disciplines, Polhemus shows the reciprocity of love as subject, the novel as form, and faith as motive in important works by Jane Austen,
Walter Scott, the Brontës, Dickens, George Eliot, Trollope, Thomas Hardy, Joyce, D. H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, and Samuel Beckett. Throughout, Polhemus relates the novelists'
representation of love to that of such artists as Botticelli, Vermeer, Claude Lorrain, Redon, and Klimt. Juxtaposing their paintings with nineteenth- and twentieth-century texts both
reveals the ways in which novels develop and individualize common erotic and religious themes and illustrates how the novel has inﬂuenced our perception of all art. Translating the
Visual A Multimodal Perspective Routledge This book oﬀers insights into the translation and adaptation of illustrated texts in an era in which visual texts are perceived as a dominant
perceptual frame for interpreting social and cultural phenomena. Using source texts including illustrated books, comics, graphic novels and animated ﬁlms, the authors analyze their
translations and adaptations to address the works as multimodal entities, in which even the replacement of one component aﬀects the entire whole. Interviews with the artists writers, illustrators and animators - will shed more light on the observations. This volume’s unique focus on the visual mode and the impact of its replacement on the multimodal
whole is a topic that has not attracted as much attention as the translation of the verbal component, and will appeal to students and researchers of translation and adaptation,
popular culture, media and communication, and children’s literature alike. Postmodern Science Fiction and Temporal Imagination A&C Black Through the lens of science ﬁction, this
book investigates representations of time in postmodernism. Futurity Contemporary Literature and the Quest for the Past University of Chicago Press When looking at how trauma is
represented in literature and the arts, we tend to focus on the weight of the past. In this book, Amir Eshel suggests that this retrospective gaze has trapped us in a search for
reason in the madness of the twentieth century’s catastrophes at the expense of literature’s prospective vision. Considering several key literary works, Eshel argues in Futurity that
by grappling with watershed events of modernity, these works display a future-centric engagement with the past that opens up the present to new political, cultural, and ethical
possibilities—what he calls futurity. Bringing together postwar German, Israeli, and Anglo-American literature, Eshel traces a shared trajectory of futurity in world literature. He
begins by examining German works of ﬁction and the debates they spurred over the future character of Germany’s public sphere. Turning to literary works by Jewish-Israeli writers
as they revisit Israel’s political birth, he shows how these stories inspired a powerful reconsideration of Israel’s identity. Eshel then discusses post-1989 literature—from Ian
McEwan’s Black Dogs to J. M. Coetzee’s Diary of a Bad Year—revealing how these books turn to events like World War II and the Iraq War not simply to make sense of the past but to
contemplate the political and intellectual horizon that emerged after 1989. Bringing to light how reﬂections on the past create tools for the future, Futurity reminds us of the
numerous possibilities literature holds for grappling with the challenges of both today and tomorrow. The Dominion of the Dead University of Chicago Press How do the living maintain
relations to the dead? Why do we bury people when they die? And what is at stake when we do? In The Dominion of the Dead, Robert Pogue Harrison considers the supreme
importance of these questions to Western civilization, exploring the many places where the dead cohabit the world of the living—the graves, images, literature, architecture, and
monuments that house the dead in their afterlife among us. This elegantly conceived work devotes particular attention to the practice of burial. Harrison contends that we bury our
dead to humanize the lands where we build our present and imagine our future. As long as the dead are interred in graves and tombs, they never truly depart from this world, but
remain, if only symbolically, among the living. Spanning a broad range of examples, from the graves of our ﬁrst human ancestors to the empty tomb of the Gospels to the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial, Harrison also considers the authority of predecessors in both modern and premodern societies. Through inspired readings of major writers and thinkers such as
Vico, Virgil, Dante, Pater, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Rilke, he argues that the buried dead form an essential foundation where future generations can retrieve their past, while burial
grounds provide an important bedrock where past generations can preserve their legacy for the unborn. The Dominion of the Dead is a profound meditation on how the thought of
death shapes the communion of the living. A work of enormous scope, intellect, and imagination, this book will speak to all who have suﬀered grief and loss. Anna and the Swallow
Man Random House Anna and the Swallow Man is a stunning, literary, and wholly original debut novel that tells a new WW2 story. Kraków, 1939, is no place to grow up. There are a
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million marching soldiers and a thousand barking dogs. And Anna Lania is just seven years old when the Germans take her father and suddenly, she’s alone. Then she meets the
Swallow Man. He is a mystery, strange and tall. And like Anna's missing father, he has a gift for languages: Polish, Russian, German, Yiddish, even Bird. When he summons a bright,
beautiful swallow down to his hand to stop her from crying, Anna is entranced. Over the course of their travels together, Anna and the Swallow Man will dodge bombs, tame
soldiers, and even, despite their better judgement, make a friend. But in a world gone mad, everything can prove dangerous . . . The Sense of an Ending Studies in the Theory of
Fiction with a New Epilogue Oxford University Press Frank Kermode is one of our most distinguished critics of English literature. Here, he contributes a new epilogue to his collection of
classic lectures on the relationship of ﬁction to age-old concepts of apocalyptic chaos and crisis. Prompted by the approach of the millennium, he revisits the book which brings his
highly concentrated insights to bear on some of the most unyielding philosophical and aesthetic enigmas. Examining the works of writers from Plato to William Burrows, Kermode
shows how they have persistently imposed their "ﬁctions" upon the face of eternity and how these have reﬂected the apocalyptic spirit. Kermode then discusses literature at a time
when new ﬁctive explanations, as used by Spenser and Shakespeare, were being devised to ﬁt a world of uncertain beginning and end. He goes on to deal perceptively with modern
literature with "traditionalists" such as Yeats, Eliot, and Joyce, as well as contemporary "schismatics," the French "new novelists," and such seminal ﬁgures as Jean-Paul Sartre and
Samuel Beckett. Whether weighing the diﬀerence between modern and earlier modes of apocalyptic thought, considering the degeneration of ﬁction into myth, or commenting on
the vogue of the Absurd, Kermode is distinctly lucid, persuasive, witty, and prodigal of ideas. The Sabra The Creation of the New Jew Univ of California Press The Sabras were the ﬁrst
Israelis—the ﬁrst generation, born in the 1930s and 1940s, to grow up in the Zionist settlement in Palestine. Socialized and educated in the ethos of the Zionist labor movement and
the communal ideals of the kibbutz and moshav, they turned the dream of their pioneer forebears into the reality of the new State of Israel. While the Sabras made up a small
minority of the new society’s population, their cultural inﬂuence was enormous. Their ideals, their love of the land, their recreational culture of bonﬁres and singalongs, their
adoption of Arab accessories, their slang and gruﬀ, straightforward manner, together with a reserved, almost puritanical attitude toward individual relationships, came to signify
the cultural fulﬁllment of the utopian ideal of a new Jew. Oz Almog’s lively, methodical, and convincing portrayal of the Sabras addresses their lives, thought, and role in Jewish
history. The most comprehensive study of this exceptional generation to date, The Sabra provides a complex and unﬂinching analysis of accepted norms and an impressive appraisal
of the Sabra, one that any examination of new Israeli reality must take into consideration. The Sabras became Palmach commanders, soldiers in the British Brigade, and, later,
oﬃcers in the Israel Defense Forces. They served as a source of inspiration and an object of emulation for an entire society. Almog’s source material is rich and varied: he uses
poems, letters, youth movement and army newsletters, and much more to portray the Sabras’ attitudes toward the Arabs, war, nature, work, agriculture, cooperation, and
education. In any event, the Sabra remained central to the founding myth of the nation, the real Israeli, against whom later generations will be judged. Almog’s pioneering book
juxtaposes the myths against the realities and, in the process, limns a collective proﬁle that brilliantly encompasses the complex forces that shaped this remarkable generation.
Transmedial Narratology and Contemporary Media Culture U of Nebraska Press Narratives are everywhere--and since a signiﬁcant part of contemporary media culture is deﬁned by
narrative forms, media studies need a genuinely transmedial narratology. Against this background, Transmedial Narratology and Contemporary Media Culture focuses on the
intersubjective construction of storyworlds as well as on prototypical forms of narratorial and subjective representation. This book provides not only a method for the analysis of
salient transmedial strategies of narrative representation in contemporary ﬁlms, comics, and video games but also a theoretical frame within which medium-speciﬁc approaches
from literary and ﬁlm narratology, from comics studies and game studies, and from various other strands of media and cultural studies may be applied to further our understanding
of narratives across media. 1949 the First Israelis Simon and Schuster Renowned historian Tom Segev strips away national myths to present a critical and clear-eyed chronicle of the
year immediately following Israel’s foundation. “Required reading for all who want to understand the Arab-Israeli conﬂict…the best analysis…of the problems of trying to integrate
so many people from such diverse cultures into one political body” (The New York Times Book Review). Historian and journalist Tom Segev stirred up controversy in Israel upon the
ﬁrst publication of 1949. It was a landmark book that told a diﬀerent story of the country’s early years, one that wasn’t taught in schools or shown in popular culture. Rather than
painting the idealized picture of the Israel’s founding in 1948, after the wreckage of the Holocaust, Segev reveals gritty underside behind the early years. The new country of Israel
faced challenges on all sides. Day-to-day life was severe, marked by austerity and food shortages; Israeli society was fractured between traditional and secular camps; Jewish
immigrants from Middle-Eastern countries faced discrimination and second-class treatment; and clashes between settlers and the Arabs would set the tone for relations for the
following decades, hardening attitudes and creating a violent cycle of retaliation. Drawing on journal entries, letters, declassiﬁed government documents, and more, 1949 is a richly
detailed look at the friction between the idealism of the Zionist movement and the cold realities of history. Decades after its publication in the United States, Segev’s
groundbreaking book is still required reading for anyone who wants to understand Israel’s past and future.
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